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If you currently do not have a reliable internet service, there are a multitude of options available for 
internet access.  If no wired connection is available at your airport, a wireless router or cell phone hot 
spot works just fine in many areas.  Satellite based internet service is also available (world-wide) with 
reasonably priced options to choose from. 

As previously mentioned, DVD delivery of the AD Toolbox program will cease 
in June 2018, and in the meantime switching to online delivery is as easy 
as 1, 2, 3 ... 

 
(1) Sign-up for a free 10 day trial on our website at www. AirworthinessDirectives.com.   
 
(2)  Receive your temporary password via your email and get started immediately.  We will also immediately mail 
you a Quick Start booklet to help you get started using the new program.  
 
(3)  Call or email us about permanently switching from disc to online delivery and we will take care of all the details. 

Why are we discontinuing the disc program? 
 
Over the last five years, demand for disc-based programs has significantly decreased.  Digital technology has 
changed and continues to change at lightning speed.  Computers no longer come ready made with disc drives and 
programs are increasingly cloud-based.  While we understand there are some people who still prefer disc-based 
programs, the shrinking demand no longer comes close to supporting the cost of producing our disc-based 
program.  One way to put this in perspective is to think of the example of Blockbuster Video stores, whose 9,000 
locations have shrunk to about 12. 
 
 
Why are our prices higher than before?  Isn’t online cheaper than on disc? 
 
Contrary to popular belief, a DVD disc, an envelope and a postage stamp have almost nothing to do with the cost 
of producing our service.  Keeping a large amount of data up-to-date and producing great software to keep things 
working in an ever changing environment does not come cheap.  And while we have kept our pricing the same for 
over a decade, it is no longer realistic for us to continue to cover our costs without some adjustment in an upward 
direction.  Our program is still priced very reasonably and available for as little as $1 a day. 

How does the online program compare to the disc program? 
 
Our experience has shown that once people become familiar with the online program, they no longer have any 
desire to go back to using the disc program.  We realize no one really ever likes change, especially when it involves 
learning to use a different software program, but you really should take a look; you will be pleasantly surprised! 


